Fleming County Schools

Our Vision is to become a District of Distinction
A Weekly Publication shared with ALL Stakeholders
Monday, February 4, 2019

We set a new record on Tuesday, March 12, 2019

The District’s 2019 Focus: Local and State Leaders – Making an Impact!
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION: FLU REMINDERS

LAST WEEK’s #FCSMoments Quotes – Released via Social Media each day
Monday
“Limits will never prevent moments of greatness!” - Anonymous

Tuesday
“Create moments that discourage limits!” - Anonymous

Wednesday
School Closed - Weather

Thursday
School Closed - Weather

Friday
“Moments of learning help us to look past our limits and toward new horizons!” Anonymous
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Have you seen eleot?

 BRIDGE

Performance indicator Framework
BRIDGE Performance Indicators (BPIs) information, strategies,
benchmarks, goals, and options will be provided in the Weekly Leadership
Connection. The information shared weekly will become part of the district’s
BPI Framework for the 2019-2020 school year.
Goals:





Increase student competitiveness for college admission,
scholarships, and jobs;
Make learning relevant to students based on their needs, goals, and
aspirations;
Increase expectations for students, as global demands continue to
increase; and
Continue to push the district ahead of other districts so that our
students are ahead of the game.

We are halfway through the school year. At this point, each student should
be halfway completed with their grade-level requirements for the BPIs.
Student completion and mastery should be documented on paper or online
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- depending on grade level. As we begin Formative Quality Reviews - we
will be working with each school to make sure that student progress is ontrack. Student defense and presentations should occur last - in April/May
depending on each school’s schedule. Completion reports and tracking
reports should be easily accessible. We recommend that at this point of the
school year, BPI progress is checked regularly and verified. Also, we have
found that teachers who allow students to track their progress are well on
track and their students are more engaged in the BPI
activities/opportunities/experiences/exercises.
COMMUNICATION: Demonstrate effective and authentic communication
skills
Communication as a 21st-century skill must not be underestimated.
Students must be provided with regular opportunities to acquire and
develop the necessary strategies to communicate on a global level.
Students must be able to communicate in a variety of ways, including but
limited to, digitally, interpersonally, in written and oral form. To be effective
communicators in college, in a career, and life, students will need to
develop skills that are flexible, transparent, and global.
Effectively communicating information is essential in today’s society. As
students now have access to an abundance of information, communication
must be practical and precisely aligned to the purpose of the message.
Students must demonstrate communicating effectively by:
•
•
•
•
•

Articulating thoughts and ideas using oral, written and nonverbal
communication skills in a variety of forms and contexts;
Listening effectively to decipher meaning, including knowledge, values,
attitudes, and intentions
Use communication for a range of purposes (e.g., to inform, instruct,
motivate and persuade)
Utilize multiple media and technologies, and how to judge their
effectiveness a priori as well as assess their impact
Communicate effectively in diverse environments (including multi-lingual)

Students must be given opportunities in class to exchange information,
persuade and explain. Students not only need to be able to communicate
with peers but also effectively communicate in a professional or technical
setting. To help students gain confidence and in their oral communication
skills, students will be provided with several experiences:
Oral Communication
-

-

Students will be given opportunities to present in public format. Students
will present to peers, teachers, and business leaders. Within their
presentations, students will also be asked to utilize technology and media
as a tool to enhance their presentations. The student should not read from
the PowerPoint, but use the Presentation as a guide.
Students will be given opportunities to develop brief professional messages
(some refer to them as an “elevator pitch”). The goal is to prepare students
to communicate effectively and in a concise manner.
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-

Students will be given opportunities to develop skills through debate
exercise.

Written Communication
-

-

-

-

-

Students will be given opportunities to write memos, emails, and reports.
Students need experiences that help them to make the connection
between classroom writing and practical applications.
Students will be ask to write memos and research papers about relevant
and practical topics. These activities will not only improve student
engagement, but will prepare students for writing in college and in the
workplace.
Students will be asked to write in a variety of formats, especially business
and persuasive writing. Forms will include letters, pitches, technical writing,
proposals, advertising, flyers, and blog posts.
Students will be asked to complete digital writing assignments that require
collaboration to improve 21st-century skills further. Blogs, Google Docs,
and other digital formats that allow for collaboration to be used to share
student writing.
Students will also be encouraged to reflect on learning experiences and
activities. These reflection activities also help to improve thinking skills,
along with written communication skills.

Interpersonal Communication
-

-

-

Students will be given opportunities to develop interpersonal skills by
interacting with their peers, locally, nationally, and globally.
Students will engage in activities that require them to engage with diverse
groups. Collaborating in various groups will help students to develop an
appreciation for different perspectives and develop the critical listening
skills needed to succeed.
Students will be provided opportunities where they will communicate in
virtual formats, such as email or messaging. Virtual formats, increasingly
be utilized, will challenge students to communicate with group members in
a clear and concise manner.
Students will also be given opportunities to practice eye contact, body
language and asking questions in a professional setting.
- Students will be given project-based learning activities that help them to
foster the development of team building. Project-based learning activities
will require solving problems, creating products, and communicating
virtually during specific allotted times.
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 BOARD

OF EDUCATION
Over the past four years, the Fleming County Board of Education has been able to
help the district to become one of the Top Districts in Kentucky. Each week this
year, we will focus on a specific achievement of the board.

Click Here

Click Here

Did You Know?
Over the past five years, the Fleming County Board of education has
accomplished a lot. The board is most proud of their work developing and
revising policies focused on providing opportunities to ALL students. From
creating Preschool Program at every elementary school to expanding the
AP program at FCHS, launching a 1-to-1 program at SMS, and developing
an equity policy, the board continues to look for ways for all students to be
engaged and empowered to succeed. The board’s vision statement to be a
District of Distinction challenges the board to push the limits, creating a
district that is less rigid and more flexible, so that all students have a
chance at success by exploring their passions and achieving their goals.
REMIND ME APP for 2018-2019

Faculty and Staff, the District’s Remind Me App is now active. To sign up to receive
district updates sent directly to your phone such as the Weekly Leadership Connection,
School Closings, etc., sign up by following this link:
https://www.remind.com/join/36c8ab4
If you signed up last year – you still need to re-enroll for the 2017-2018 school year, as last
year’s contact list will not be used.

Professional Learning Library
Faculty and Staff, Fleming County Schools now has a Professional
Learning Library that is located at the District Office. Any member of the
faculty and staff can reserve time in the Professional Learning Library to
collaborate, complete degree course work, and engage in professional
learning/development. The library has textbooks, professional books from
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ASCD and other leading educational publishers. Furthermore, the library
has recent ASCD, NASSP, AASA journals and weekly educational
newspapers/newsletters. The library also provides users access to a
whiteboard, projector, computer, and printer. We continue to emphasize
the importance of professional growth for all district staff members.
If you have books that you are not using, donate them to the Professional
Learning Library. We need to expand our library so that it can be a resource
for faculty and staff in the district.
Thanks to Ms. Greer, we also have a substantial collection of previous
editions of Educational Leadership by ASCD!
New Journals this Week:

New Books Added this Summer

 WEEKLY

VIDEO SEGMENT
Each week, Fleming County Schools spotlights all of the many great things
happening in the district. The Weekly Video Segment is posted on the district’s
YouTube Channel and shared via Facebook and Twitter.
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This week’s Our Story Video Segment
No Video This Week due to Modified Schedule
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mrTxr0cE-o0&feature=share

 AROUND THE DISTRICT NEWS
The Weekly Newsletters at schools around the school district. Visit each to
find out the most up-to-date information regarding academics, grades, fieldtrips, athletics and much more.
E.P. Ward Elementary School (New)
Ewing Elementary School
Flemingsburg Elementary School
Hillsboro Elementary School
Simons Middle School
Fleming County High School

Click Here
Click Here
Click Here
Click Here
Click Here
Click Here

 TEACHING AND LEARNING
Benchmark Assessments Explained
Benchmark assessments, commonly called “interim assessments” are
intended to be something between formative and summative assessments
at fixed intervals to measure student performance against grade-specific
content standards. The purpose of the benchmark assessment is multifaceted:
1. To communicate expectations - Benchmark assessments
communicate the message to students, teachers, and parents about
the knowledge and skills that important to learn. While most
benchmark assessments tend to mimic traditional multiple choice
high stakes testing, it is important to include other type of items such
as constructed or extended response items. These item types
provide insight into student thinking and understanding and
communicates the expectation that complex thinking and problem
solving should be a regular part of curriculum and instruction.
2. To plan curriculum and instruction – Benchmark assessments
provide teachers with valuable information about how curriculum and
instruction need to be adjusted in order to meet student
needs. Assessments that are very closely aligned to the standards
at a particular grade level and content area provide reliable
information about student strengths and weaknesses.
3. To monitor and evaluate learning – Benchmark assessments
can be used to monitor and evaluate programs, curriculum, and
supplemental resources. This information helps teachers and
administrators determine effectiveness and make mid-course
corrections or changes to curriculum based on data trends.
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4. To predict future performance – Benchmark assessments are
helpful in predicting if students, classes, schools and districts are on
course to meeting specific year-end goals (usually percentage of
proficiency on state tests). Results that predict year-end
performance are especially helpful at the individual student level or
classroom level. It is possible to use the data from the benchmark to
identify students who need additional assistance (or intervention)
and strategically provide it.
Benchmark assessments can be a critical component of a school or
district’s comprehensive assessment program, provided they are wellaligned to standards and curriculum and provide a continuous,
comprehensive source of information to plan and guide instruction.
Fleming County Schools’ benchmark assessment system, especially
reading and math in grades K-8 is closely aligned to grade level content
standards and over the past five years has provided extremely accurate
data for monitoring and adjusting curriculum, identifying students who need
interventions, and predicting student performance levels on state
testing. District and school leaders attribute a great deal of the growth
experienced in FCS in recent years to the benchmark system’s ability to
provide reliable interim data about student needs to teachers. Teachers
who use the data strategically to target individual students have
experienced the greatest amount of growth and higher levels of student
proficiency.
Remaining District Benchmark Windows for 2018-19:
March 20 – 29, 2019
Reading & Math (grades K-8)
Science (grades 4, 7, & 11)
Social Studies (grades 5 & 8)
District Benchmark Windows for 2019-20:
September 30 – October 9, 2019
December 11 -20, 2019
March 18-27, 2020
Resources:
Case21 Website
Benchmark Data Analysis Guide (Example)
Jim Shipley & Associates – Continuous Classroom Improvement
For more information or questions about FCS benchmark assessments, please
contact Lesia Eldridge, Assistant Superintendent
(lesia.eldridge@fleming.kyschools.us).
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 THE WEEKLY PIC CLOUD
This year we want to document all the great things occurring throughout the
district and show why we are a “District of Distinction.” When you see
something great happening in the classroom, throughout the district or in
the community, post it on social media using #FCSBOLD and/or
#FCSOurStory. Each week we will post the Weekly Pic Cloud highlighting
the great things occurring throughout Fleming County.

 INNOVATION

& TRANSFORMATION
BRIDGE Performance Indicators:
The speed of the second semester always seems to move quickly; so
therefore, homeroom teachers, school and district administrators need to be
closely monitoring progress of each student’s BRIDGE Performance
Indicator folder. Every student Pre-K thru 12th grade will need to provide
evidence for each indicator. As a reminder students in grades 3, 6, 8, and
12 will also be completing a student defense. We ask that as we begin to
complete the pilot work that notes are made of how we improve next year.
Each grade level has a Transformation & Innovation representative that will
be the collective voice at the table, please share ideas, next steps,
concerns, etc. with them. Our next meeting will be held at Central Office on
Thursday, February 21st beginning at 4:00 p.m. Below is a student’s
evidence sheet to use as an example if needed:
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Fleming County Performance Academy:
The Teacher Point of Contact document has been revised and uploaded to
the shared Google Drive. All spring FCPA facilitators need to make
immediate contact with any new students to your roster. As a reminder
virtual student folders need to be updated weekly to ensure adequate
tracking of progress. If there are immediate concerns or needs, please
contact Michelle Hunt or Lesia Eldridge. Our next FCPA Meeting will be
held at Central Office on Thursday, February 28th starting at 4:00.
 NEW WEEKLY SHOUTOUTS

No Shoutout this Week Due to the Modified School Week
Need a Larger View: Click Here for the Archives

https://drive.google.com/open?id=10SJDROheJxkS7ZQaXH4mRqu8nDkjSyh
 CONTINUOUS

IMPROVEMENT
Why focus on continuous improvement? This athletic quote can best
describe the answer, “Champions are Coachable.” Michael Jordan, the
greatest basketball player, was always looking for opportunities to get
better. As educators, though our students are reaching remarkable
achievement levels, we still have opportunities to move student
achievement and this year growth. In other words, we must continuously
improve. Remember, student achievement and growth is not a destination,
but instead, a journey. Expectations for student achievement and growth
increase each year. As a result, we must look to grow, by finding new ways
to stretch and learn new strategies that will help each student to grow!
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 CURRICULUM

The chart above is focused solely on Writing, Social Studies, and Science.
These areas are emphasized in the new accountability model, as they
should be. We are too quick to overlook these areas, pushing them to the
back burner, while we ensure students are proficient in reading and math.
Going forward, we have to make sure that students are successful in all
subject areas, not just test subjects. As we are now in February, each
school and each teacher must have a strategic plan to move student
achievement and growth in Writing, Social Studies, and Science. But the
burden of helping every student to be successful in these subject areas is
not solely the burden of these subject teachers. Every teacher can help to
change the “red” areas to “green.” The “red” areas aren’t necessarily a
subject issue, but instead, a school and district issue. As a team, we have
to emphasize the importance of all subjects and also work together to make
sure that students receive rigorous, relevant and aligned learning
experiences and opportunities in all subjects. Based on the data from last
year, in some cases, we are just a few points away from meeting the state
average, but we must not be fooled by only striving to reach last year’s
state average. Why? Because this year’s state average for each subject will
be higher, it's inevitable. So we have to strive for even higher overall
proficiency levels for each subject. From now until the time the
assessments are administered, we must be strategic and using data to
guide our decisions, using every available resources and opportunity that
will help our students to show success in all subjects, including writing,
science, and social studies.
In March, the district will convene a team of teachers to begin to lay the
foundation for the district’s curriculum, 2.0.
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 STAFF

SPOTLIGHT
Each week, we will recognize faculty and staff who have went beyond the
call of duty and their actions have resulted in a change within the
school/district. This year we will be opening nominations to faculty and staff.
In other words, if you see a faculty and staff member that you would like to
recognize we encourage you to submit his or her name. Additionally, at the
request of many, we will be recognizing faculty and staff members who
have embraced the district’s focus of collaboration this year.
This week Fleming County Schools would like to recognize Sandy Drake,
instructional assistant at Ward Elementary School. Sandy is a great asset to
our school and teaching staff. Over the years she has been assigned to
many different teachers and grade levels. She has always embraced each
assignment and worked hard to provide the services the teacher and
student(s) needed. During her 21 years here at Ward Elementary she has
become an invaluable member of our team. Sandy always has a smile and
willing to pitch in where needed.

 STUDENT

SPOTLIGHT
The district will recognize one student each week district-wide who exhibits
positive role model traits, commitment to their studies, who is recognized as
a leader in his/her school, is about service before themselves, and for many
other reasons. We have phenomenal students – we need to recognize them
for their many talents, skills and aspirations.
This week, Fleming County Schools would like to recognize Ariel Grannis.
Ariel recently competed in the KYCSL 12 & under Swim Championships in
Lexington among the top swimmers in the state in her age category. She
placed 1st and had personal best times in both the 50 and 100 yard
butterfly and in the 50 yard backstroke, clinching the overall high point
award in her age group. Ariel swims for the LYSC Stingrays, FCHS
panthers and is also a USA swimmer. She practices at least 5 days a week
and attends competitions most every weekend. So far this season, Ariel has
qualified in 5 events for the Great Lake Zones Swim Competition in
Columbus, OH where she will compete among the most elite swimmers in 5
states. Ariel is currently preparing for High School Regional Swim
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competition on February 8-9, where she hopes to advance to
state. Congratulations to this student who has a #canwillmust attitude and
work ethic.

 SCHOOL

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
The district will recognize one volunteer, parent/guardian, community partner each week districtwide who exhibits service. This person goes out of his or her way to help a school or the school
district to become a District of Distinction. We have the best community support in the nation and
we need to recognize our community’s support for Fleming County Schools.

This week, Fleming County Schools would like to recognize the Road Crew
at KYTC Highway District 9. Without their continued support, we would not
be able to hold schools on many days – especially last week. With the
weather not cooperating with us this past Friday, the Road Crew worked to
make sure that the main roads were drivable and safe for students. Without
the KYTC Team on Friday, the district would have experienced several
logistical problems getting students home. They work tirelessly every day,
but their work is not truly appreciated until the winter. They always go the
extra mile for the Fleming County Schools – thank you!
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 LAST

WEEK’S STUDENT, STAFF, and SCHOOL PARTNER SPOTLIGHT
STAFF SPOTLIGHT

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

SCHOOL PARTNER SPOTLIGHT

 EQUITY AND EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION
This year, Fleming County Schools is focused on implementing the FC
Board of Education approved Equity and Excellence in Education. The
policy is designed to provide a laser focus on the unique needs, goals, and
aspirations of ALL students throughout the school district. The key is to
create a school and district culture that values diversity and recognizes that
diversity strengthens the district.
This week ’s: “Thought on Equity and Excellence in Education”:
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The information above is from the NEW Kentucky Report Card system for
the 2017-2018 test scores. Look at the blue and the gold/yellow. Notice the
gap? The gap highlighted is precisely the gap that we must continue to
address. Though the achievement gap has closed between economically
disadvantaged and non-economically disadvantaged, we still have work to
do. To close the gap even further, we must look at each student
individually. Each school has access to information that they can drill down
to each student. The first step to closing the achievement gap, creating
equitable learning experiences and opportunities, is to know each student.
February is a great opportunity to take the time to meet with each student,
talk about where they are academically, and then help each student to
develop a plan for the rest of the semester. The key is to do this
individually. Setup time to meet with students in the back of the room at
your desk, out in the hallway at a makeshift conference area while students
work on individual tasks. But again, this must be individual, and students
must feel valued and understood. Also, another key, classrooms that have
developed a sense of community have shown higher levels of student
success. When students believe that they are valued, supported, heard,
and a member of a team, they are more focused on learning, because they
feel supported. Here are some excellent guiding questions that could be
converted to a form:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are three of your greatest academic strengths?
What three things seem harder for you than for other students your age?
What are three of your favorite things to do?
What are two of your least favorite things to do in class?
List three of your recent academic successes (big or small). What is the
student successful?
6. What do you need from me (the teacher) to be successful learning?
7. Who do you turn to for help with things that are hard for you?
8. How can I make learning more relevant and fun for you?
9. What supports do you need to be successful in my class?
10. What are three goals for the rest of the semester?
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 BUSINESS AND FINANCE
Here in the finance department we are digging deeper into the budget
process. Part of that process is cleaning up procedures and practices that
optimize the budgeting experience. This simply means that we are working
on organizing expenditures in a manner that makes budgeting purposeful.
As well, we are coordinating our procedures to work more effectively and
quickly. This ensures that we stay ahead of the game in handling finances
and allows us to be flexible with changes in funding.
Another project that we are undertaking is implementing an electronic
personnel program. This program allows for greater coordination, quicker
handling of personnel matters, enhanced communication amongst
departments and will save the district money. We save through less
paperwork, in time dedicated to these procedures and limiting the need of
other purchases by consolidating to one system. We are in the initial stages
and will provide updates when available.
If there are any questions, please contact me through email at
Andy.plank@fleming.kyschools.us.
 SPECIAL EDUCATION, FRYSC, & PRESCHOOL
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 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY

In recent weeks, we have seen an increase in phishing emails in district email
accounts. While most of these emails go directly to your junk mail folder, they may
show up in your inbox as well. If you receive an email saying that your account has
been hacked and demanding that you pay a ransom in bitcoin, please delete these
emails completely from your account without responding or clicking on any links.
Many times these emails appear to come from your own email address, and often
they contain spelling and grammatical errors. Unless the email contains accurate
information about your passwords or personally identifiable information, you
should be fine to delete them without further concern. Another variation circulating
references an unpaid invoice, and may appear to come from KDE personnel. These
emails should be deleted completely as well. If you have any questions regarding
suspicious emails you’ve received, please contact a member of the technology staff.
 STUDENT ATTENDANCE & HUMAN RESOURCES

This week is about fostering a culture of social, emotional, and physical
well-being across the district. Each day this week, we will release strategies
designed to help the social, emotional, and physical well-being.
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 DISTRICT-WIDE OPERATIONS

Did you know that Title 1 Funds are to be used to engage Parent and
Community Involvement in our schools? How are we engaging Parents and
the community in our schools? The spring semester is always a critical time
in the school year as we are finishing up one academic year and preparing
students for the next grade level or to enter college or a career.
Each month, there should be designated Parent and Community
Involvement opportunities for parents and community members in each
school. Involvement requires more than just hosting an open-house, but
instead, an opportunity for parents and the community to provide the school
and district feedback (two-way communication). We must be able to show
precisely how we use Title 1 funds effectively to engage parents and the
community in the learning process. Over the next several weeks, we will
need to have a calendar of events that are planned for the remainder of the
Spring Semester focused on engaging parents and the community in our
schools.
 STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
How do we work to make sure that every student shows growth and
demonstrate mastery each year? The key is to create a strategic plan
that focuses on each student - customized based on each student’s
needs, goals, and aspirations. Attempting to grow students with general
lessons - that are not relevant to students will not get students to where
they need to be. Though the district has a district-wide curriculum,
learning experiences and opportunities can still be personalized to each
student. As we continue to stress, we must take strategic detours to
reach every student, and that will lead to each student showing
academic growth. Remaining unwilling to take a strategic detour for
students will not lead to the level of student growth that we must reach
this year. If we focus on student growth, student proficiency levels will
also be impacted positively.
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 POWER OF MOMENTS
“That’s how we imagine you using the ideas in this book. Target a specific
moment and then challenge yourself: How can I elevate it? Spark insight?
Boost the sense of connection? Life is full of “form letter in an envelope”
moments, waiting to be transformed into something special.” (Page 255)
Heath, C. & Heath, D. (2017). The power of moments: Why certain experiences have
extraordinary impact. New York, NY: Simon and Schuster.

 WEEKLY MESSAGE

Moments of High Hope!

This semester is all about high hopes, instilling the belief in our students that they
can reach higher levels of success, that their goals and aspirations are within
reach. High hopes begin with a student-centered vision that means something to
students. Each day, we must communicate to students the vision for each class,
how what we are presenting (teaching) each day helps them to reach their goals
and aspirations. But we must continue to push students, making them stretch,
which results in each student growing, developing new skills, hope and confidence
to succeed.
We must always begin with the goal of reaching higher levels of success. Hope is
in front of us, not behind us. Each day we must exhibit hope, even during times of
setbacks, like when students may not do so well on assignments or assessments.
They, our students, need to see that we still have confidence in their abilities to
reach any peak. Think about how many times NASA, especially in the early years,
they failed. Astronauts, scientists, engineers, and President Kennedy were
determined to get an American to the moon. Though NASA in 2019 fails often,
they fail fast and continue to have the hope of discovering "new frontiers." As
educators, though our jobs are more critical to the nation’s success, we are tasked
with helping students to reach their dreams through laying the foundations AND
instilling hope and determination in our students. So when our students face
setbacks, like NASA, and many other individuals and organizations, they will push
forward to reach their goals and aspirations. They must have a certain level of
hope to be successful, and it is our responsibility to ensure that they have the
confidence, determination, and hope necessary to tackle any obstacle or setback
along their journey.
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There is a great quote, for the perfect moments, as we celebrate Black History
Month, from Dr. Martin Luther King. He says this about hope, “We must accept
finite disappointment, but never lose infinite hope.” Though our students endure
many struggles in and out of school, we must help them never to lose hope. We
have the responsibility of giving students hope, by creating learning experiences
and opportunities designed to uplift, encourage and inspire. We can help students
to meet any obstacle and overcome setbacks if we provide them the hope to
succeed!

Remember, when students succeed, we succeed as a district.
Our Journey Continues…

 WEEKLY CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Monday, February 4, 2019





District Team Meeting at 8:30 am (District Office)
Senior Leadership Team Meeting at 9:30 am (District
Office)
Principals Monthly Meeting at 12:30 pm (District
Office)

Tuesday, February 5, 2019



Classroom Walkthroughs and PLCs

Wednesday, February 6,
2019




Classroom Walkthroughs and PLCs
Statewide Personnel Essentials Webinar
(Administrators, only) (2:00 pm – 5:00 pm)
Registration is required

Thursday, February 7, 2019



Classroom Walkthroughs and PLCs

Friday, February 8, 2019




Black and Gold Day
ACCESS Testing Window Opens

Important Upcoming Events
-

Monday, February 11, 2019: New Teacher Induction Monthly Meeting at 4:00 pm (District
Office)
Wednesday, February 13, 2019: Annual Chamber of Commerce Breakfast at 7:00 am
(Double S)(RSVP Required by February 8)
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